
MY VIEW ON WHAT MAKES A GOOD FRIEND

So, being a great friend to someone and having friends support your back is good for your Try to understand a situation
from your friend's point of view.

I consider that friendship is a gift from the God. Somehow the venting moments and the catch-up sessions
aren't quite as fulfilling. I believe that friendship should be sincere and. I know her parents very well and to
my mind they are wonderful people, but sometimes my friend can be rude to them and as a result they quarrel,
when she tells me about such quarrels I can't take her side because I don't approve her behaviour, that's why I
prefer to keep silence in such situations. Then you start letting them know, even non-verbally, how you feel
about the situation. One study found that just spending time with a best friend can help beat stress. However,
as I grew older I found that the imaginary people I made up and played with, didn 't fill that void of friendship
I was looking for. At first she seemed to me so correct, obedient and shy that I didn't like her, but when we
began to communicate closer I understood I was mistaken. Aristotle once described a true friend as a "single
soul dwelling in two bodies" -- but what differentiates a true, lasting friendship from the other, temporary
social bonds? After all, remember the point about boundaries. In my opinion an ideal friend should posses
such qualities as honesty, sincerity, faith, tolerance and respect in attitude to you. They push us to be more
accepting of ourselves. Arguing isn't unhealthy. Our friendships and frenemies page has advice for what you
can do in this situation. Great friends want their relationship to be solid, which means they aren't afraid to talk
through things. But I believe that all these things can't destroy our friendship, though they influence it a bit. It's
true that Natasha is a very enthusiastic and active person, you can hardly find her sitting at one place without
doing anything but in spite of it she constantly has no free time. You don't have to be experiencing a trial to
need a good friend. Good friends make you feel good Good friends say and do things that make you feel good,
giving compliments and congratulations and being happy for you. So not only will they support you when you
succeed, but they remind you [of] where you came from.


